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Abstract

This thesis examines the predictive validity of the assessment process used in the CAPE

(Clinician Assessment and Professional Enhancement) program by 1) determining how

well scores on CAPE predict whether or not physicians are granted licenses and2)

correlating CAPE scores with subsequent ratings ofjob performance. Licensure

information was obtained for 117 candidates who took the CAPE assessment between

January I,lgg7 and June 30, 2003. From this group, practice sponsol ratings were

available for 65 of the 70 international medical graduates granted a license to practice in

Nova Scotia. CAPE scores correctly predicted licensure in87.6% of candidates, and

determined up to 24o/o of the variance in performance practice as Íleasured by the ratings

they received from their practice sponsors. The discussion examines the inherent

limitations in this and similar studies and the implications for those involved in assessing

physician competence.
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Introduction

The Problent

This thesis assesses the predictive validity of the assessment used in the Clinician

Assessment and Professional Enhancement (CAPE) proglam by comparing scores on

CAPE with subsequent ratings ofjob performance. There are several reasons to look at this

relationship. First, CAPE is now being used for purposes other than those for which it was

originally intended. Originally designed to assess the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of

practicing physicians, it is now mainly used to help determine whether or not international

medical graduates are competent to practice in the Canadian medical system. Second,

interest in the predictive validity of licensing exams has increased in the past few years, not

only as a result of legal challenges, but also because the availability of large govemment

databases, such as drug prescribing information databases, now makes it possible to

examine the performance of practicing physicians. Finally, CAPE is an expensive and

time-consuming assessment process for both the intemational medical graduates and the

University of Manitoba. Each assessment session involves the efforts of at least 20 people

and costs each candidate $3500.

CAPE is an assessment of the clinical competence of practicing physicians. How

does the medical system define competence? ln other words, "what makes a competent

physician"? What is CAPE trying to measure? There are several definitions of physician

competence in the literature. It appears that patients define a "good" doctor slightly

differently than do medical professionals, or rather, that they emphasize different aspects.

Fones, Heok, and Gan (1998) found that while doctors and patients agree on the traits that

make a good doctor, they differ in what they emphasize. Both groups agree that knowledge
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and cognitive factors are most important' However, physicians place more emphasis on

moral-ethical traits than do patients, while patients rate interpersonal skills more highly

than do physicians. Some of the more comprehensive professional definitions include: "A

person,s ability to function within situational boundaries that are defined and maintained

by political activity" (LaDuca, 1994,p.193)' This means that a professional's scope of

practice, and thus f,reld of expected expertise, is often largely determined by iegislation and

by what its practitionels have been able to persuade the powers-that-be should be in their

purview. Another definition is: "the habitual and judicious use of communication,

knowledge, technical skills, clinical reasoning, emotions, values, and reflection in daily

practice for the benefit of the individual and of the community being served" (Epstein &

Hundert, 2002,p.226). A third definition is: "the degree to which a person can use the

knowledge, skills and judgment associated with the profession to perform effectively in the

domain of possible encounters defining the scope of clinical practice" (Kane' 1992,p' 166)'

In summaly, competence is not limitless, but is situated within defined boundaries (the

scope of practice) and includes not only knowledge and skills but also the personal

attributes and habits necessary to translate that knowledge and skill into effective

performance.

Southgate et al. (2001) make the initially startling comment that the performance

standards expected of individual physicians might vary according to who is paying them'

For example, what doctors consider appropriate (i'e', competent) management of a specific

clinical condition might differ from what a for-profit Health Maintenance organization

(HMO) does. Doctors are trained to consider what is best for patients without considering

the monetary cost, whereas a for-profit HMO ultimately looks at what is best for its
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shareholders. In Canada, provincial ministries of health have to consider the health of the

population as a whole; how does one balance, for example, the cost of a liver transplant for

a70 year old versus free immunizations for many children? A doctor's definition of

competent care might also differ from what a worried patient and his family would want'

LaDuca (1980) points out that competence is context-specific in that it is based on

how the professional interacts with patients in his or her environment. It is also content -

specific: in other wofds, we cannot look at someone's ability to manage hlpertension and

extrapolate that to his or her ability to manage diabetes. (The term "manage" is used here

rather than "treat" because treatment implies that we hope to cure the condition, while the

term ,,manage" is use for chronic conditions such as diabetes where there is no cure and the

aim is to minimize complications. Management includes not only medications and

modalities such as physiotherapy, but also helping the patient to make needed lifestyle

changes.) She may be very competent at one and significantly less so at the other' The

implication for exam developers is that we need to not only sample from a wide range of

items to better assess a professional's level of performance, that is, content validity, but

also to ensure that the number of individual items is sufficiently large, that is, reliability.

While these psychometric characteristics are commonly considered, other types of validity

evidence, that is criterion and construct validity, seem to be examined far less frequently'

The fact that competence may be context-specific also means that in order to assess

professional competence,'we need a thorough understanding of the situation in which the

practitioner finds him/herself (LaDuca, 1980). There is another implication to the context-

specificity of competence. Foreign-trained physicians, sometimes aided by the media,

complain that they have already proved their competence by successfully practicing in their
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own countries, often for years, and that having to prove their competence again in Canada

is demeaning (Milne, C.,2003; www.readersdigest'ca/debate.html?æv&'di:217)'

However, while they might be competent to practice in their own countries, they may not

necessarily be as competent to practice in a Canadian context because the standards

between countries often differ. This is not necessarily because these physicians received

.,inferior" training. They may be used to dealing with different diseases, or there may be

cultural differences in how patients present their illness and in how medicine is practiced,

which may make it diff,rcult for them to practice successfully in the Canadian setting' For

example, physicians trained in systems that are more hierarchical than the current Canadian

system or in countries where the roles and rights of women are different than in Canada

may have diff,rculty working with nurses, both male and female, or in taking female

patients' complaints as seriously as they do those of male patients' Such physicians may be

competent in terms of medical knowledge and skills, but they may not be sufficiently

sensitive to Canadian values to practice in Cauada. As a result, patients may be at risk'

when we speak of physician competence, then, more than just medical knowledge and

skills is implied.

According to Miller (1990), competence can be conceptualized as a pyramid of four

levels, with "knows" aS the lowest level, moving to "knows how", then to "ShoWS how",

and finally to the highest level: "does". Competence is in the domain of "shows how": the

student or physician demonstrates that she or he can carry out a particular clinical task'

performance is one level higher; at this point the practitioner not only "can do" but actually

,,does do,'. part of the problem with the CAPE assessment and with licensing exams in

general is that they tend to measure Miller's third level of competence, "shows how", and
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not the highest level, "does", or actual perfonnance. CAPE acknowledges this fact by

including the following disclaimer on the bottorn of the f,rrst page of a candidate's report:

"please note that CAPE assesses competence (i.e., what you "can do"); it does not assess

performance or what you actually do in everyday practice." Competence and perforrnance

are two different entities.

There are many reasons why competence may not predict performance' One is that,

in the words of Hays et aL. (2002, p. 910) "clinical practice takes place in a dlT ramic

environment that is influenced by many variables other than individual competence."

Another is that performance includes competence, but also includes much more. Hays and

colleagues (2002) delineate eight components of performance: (a) clinical expertise, (b)

communication with patients and colleagues, (c) collaboration, (d) management, (e)

personal development, (Ð education, (g) professional attributes, and (h) personal health and

self-care. They group these under three overlapping performance domains that define

doctors as managers of patient cate,managers of their environment, and managers of

themselves (Hays et a1.,2002, p.911). The CAPE assessment measures only the first of

these eight components (clinical expertise) and part of the second (communication with

patients). In this respect, this definition does not differ from licensing exams, such as those

of the Medical Council of Canada. The example given above, of the physician who is

clinically competent but is having difficulties with performance because of cultural beliefs

about the roles of doctors and nurses, underscores this problem. Hays et al. (2002, p. 916)

actually mention this issue when they ask: "What should happen to practitioners who

master competency assessment but do poorly on performance assessment?" This appears

to reflect both a performance failure and a validity problem. It is a performance failure
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because one can certainly be competent but not be able to perform well, for a variety of

reasons. It is also a validity problem because competence is context-specific and we may

not be assessing people for the context in which they will be practicing. Experienced urban

family physicians will admit that they would not be as competent to practice in a rural

setting because they have not had to deal with the type of emergencies seen in a rural

practice, and competence is content-specific (LaDuca, 1980). While the nature of the

individual medical condition and its management will not be different (a diabetic is a

diabetic) the number and variety of conditions seen will probably increase as the physicians

will often have to staff the local emergency department. ln addition, the lack of on-site

specialists will mean that they must carry out aspects of management that their counterparts

in an urban area would refer to specialized colleagues. If CAPE will be assessing

physicians who will be practicing in mral areas, as is the case with most International

Medical Graduates (IMGs), perhaps its assessments should be tailored to reflect this fact.

Overview of Thesis

This thesis explores the issues surrounding the validity of licensing exams and more

particularly issues surrounding predictive validity. Face validity, content validity, and

construct validity are reviewed. Licensing exams are used in many fields but there are few

studies of their criterion validity, whether concurrent or predictive. A review of the

literature reveals that the reasons for this include technical difficulties and that there is

some debate as to whether or not predictive validity can or should be determined. In this

respect, the medical literature does not differ from that in other fields'

This thesis assesses the predictive validity of the CAPE assessment, a four-part

assessment comprising a multiple-choice questionnaire, a short-answer therapeutics, a
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structured oral interview, and a comprehensive clinical encounter, that was originally

designed for use in practicing physicians but has come to be used as a de facto licensing

exam by the regulatory authorities. The scores on each section of the CAPE assessment

v/ere compared with licensure decisions and subsequent performance in practice. Licensure

information was obtained for 1 17 candidates out of 180 who took the CAPE assessment

between January I,lgg7 and June 30, 2003. CAPE scores correctly predicted 87.6Yo of

licensure decisions. From this group of 117, practice sponsor ratings were available for 65

of the 70 international medical graduates who were granted a license to practice in Nova

Scotia. CAPE scores accounted for 24Yo of the variance in subsequent performance in

practice as measured by the practice sponsor ratings after six months of practice. Given the

smaller sample and the brief general measure of performance in practice, the positive

relationship between CAPE scoïes and each criterion should be interpreted with

appropriate caution. The implications of this study and recommendations for future similar

studies are discussed.

Acronynts

There are several acronyms used throughout this manuscript. These are explained

when they are first encountered, and are also listed here for easy reference.

CAPE (Clinician Assessment and Professional Enhancement) Program: a program that was

started in 1989 to deal with practicing physicians in whom there were competency

concems. The program diagnoses the problem (the assessment component) and provides an

educational prescription (the enhancement component). In recent years, the three-day

assessment has been used by licensing authorities to help inform their decisions regarding

licensure of physicians trained abroad. This assessment component has come to be called
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"the CAPE" or simply "CAPE" as in "Dr. So-and-so is doing CAPE next month" although

in reality CAPE is the name of the entire program.

CCE: Comprehensive Clinical Encounter. A type of OSCE (Objective Structured Clinical

Assessment) where the candidates have 15 minutes with simulated patients and are

expected to complete a history and a physical exam as well as to discuss management plans

with the patient. The CCE is one of the four components of the CAPE assessment.

IMG: International Medical Graduate. This term encompasses all physicians, including

Canadians who trained outside Canada.

MCC: Medical Council of Canada, which is the national organrzation responsible for

developing and administering Canadian licensing exams. Canadian graduates sit the

Licentiate of the Medical Council of Canada (LMCC) Part I, also known as the Qualifyrng

Exam 1 (QE) in their final year of medical school. The LMCC Part II or QE II is usually

taken in the second year of residency training. A third exaln, the MCC EE or Evaluating

Exam must be taken by all foreign medical graduates before being allowed to enter

residency programs or to practice in Canada. It is similar to the LMCC Part I, but does not

contain any specific Canadian content.

MCQ: Multiple-Choice Question or Multiple-Choice Questionnaire.

OSCE: Objective Structured Clinical Assessment, which is described in detail in the text, is

basically an exam involving candidates performing a history and/or physical examination

on simulated patients. It is thought to be more objective than exams that use real patients

because all candidates encounter the same situation.

SOI: Structured Oral Interview. It is one of the four components of the CAPE assessment,

which is also described in more detail in the Methods section of the thesis.



Review of the Literature

The Validity of Licensing Exants

The simplest definition of validity is that it is the extent to which an instnrment

measures what it purports to measure. Validity is not, however, the property of a test

instrument, but a property of the interpretation people assign to test scores' More

specifically, as Kane (lgg4,p.ß$ states: "the basic issue of validity is whether the

statements and decision derived from test scores are appropriate." A test's scores can show

adequate validity when used in one setting, and less so in another. This has particular

relevance for CApE which was originally developed for use in assessing the proficiency of

practicing physicians; the question then arises as to whether it is equally valid when it is

used to assess the competence of international medical graduates for the Canadian setting'

There are several different types of validity, face validity, content validity, construct

validity, and criterion validity. Perhaps the simplest type is face validity: does the item

look like it measures what it says it does? We can determine if a licensing exam has face

validity by asking several groups of stakeholders such as potential employers, teachers of

the subject, or those taking the test, if the test items as worded appear to be relevant to the

skills they are designed to measure. However, while face validity may be crucial, it has

limited usefulness on its own. A test can have face validity but still not measure what it

purports to measure.

Content validity refers to the degree to which the items in the test adequately

sample the intended domain of knowledge and skills (Nunnally &' Bernstein, 1994). The

standard method of ensuring content validity in a licensure exam is to develop an exam

blueprint, after which content experts use their professional judgment to decide whether
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each item in the test represents imporlant content material and whether the test as a whole

adequately reflects the depth and breadth of required content knowledge. Content validity

is determined on the basis of expert knowledge and judgment that practicing professionals

possess, rather than being supported statistically. The content may not necessarily reflect

all the possible contexts in which the licentiate will be practicing, but the exam is a

reflection of a wide range of possible applications. Issues of sampling are particularly

problematic in fields like medicine where it has been shown that competence may be case-

specific (e.g,, the fact that a doctor can manage diabetes competently does not necessarily

mean that he or she manages hypertension well) (Swanson, Norman, & Linn, 1995)'

Crehan, Hess, and D'Agostino (2000) have suggested that content validity might be

improved by improved by carrying out a cognitive task analysis of the practice of the

particular profession. In contrast to traditional task analysis, which is behavioral in nature,

cognitive task analysis looks at factors such as conceptual, procedural, and generative (the

"why") knowledge necessary for competent performance.

Construct validity is the extent to which the test measures the particular construct it

is supposed to measure. According to Geisinger (1992), it is determined by answering the

following questions:

How do you believe the data should be interpreted?

Can you substantiate this interpretation?

What evidence and reasoning did you use in order to arrive at this belief?

Answering these questions is more diffîcult than it appears. Simply defrning the

construct you wish to measure can be problematic. A construct is "an intangible collection

of abstract concepts and principles which are inferred from behavior and explained by
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educational or psychological theory" (Downing, 2003,p' 832)' In medicine, constructs

include abstract concepts such as intelligence, self-esteem, depression' and clinical

competence. As constructs do not exist outside our minds and are not directly measurable'

obtaining a clear and accepted definition of the construct is not always easy or non-

controversial. For example, how does one define intelligence or clinical competence? ln

some ways construct validity is closely related to the theory underlying the construct'

In the case of exams designed to assess clinical competence, we might' for example'

ask two groups of MDs to write a therapeutics exam: those performing well in practice and

those performing poorly in practice as determined by referral by the licensing authority to

the university for remediation. If the therapeutics exam has sufficient consttuct validity, the

gïoup of high-performing physicians would obtain higher scores than the group of poorly-

performing physicians - which is indeed the case for the CAPE assessment'

Finally, criterion validity is the extent to which we can predict from a person's

scores on the test how well he or she will perform on an activity (the criterion) requiring

skills supposedly measured by the test. criterion validity includes both concurrent and

predictive validity. As suggested by their names, concurrent validity looks at a criterion

that is measured at the same time, such as current performance on a different, previously

validated, test that acts as the standard, and predictive validity, which examines a criterion

that is measured in the future, sometimes years away'

Examples of criterion validity would be whether or not performance on residency

in-training examinations predicts performance on certif,rcation exams, or whether

performance on a multiple-choice test on the principles of surgery predicts performance in

the operating room, rate of complications or of post-operative infections' One determines
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the degree to which a test has criterion validity by correlating its scores with subsequent

measures of j ob Performance.

There are several inherent limitations to studies of predictive validity as outlined by

Kane (1992,Igg4).First, how do we choose a criterion from among the thousands of

possible outcomes? Another limitation is that we can only know the subsequent

achievements of passing candidates; we can determine the false positive rate, those who we

falsely thought were competent, but we have no way of knowing the false negative rate'

those that were not granted a license but would have been competent in practice' Finally, in

the case of medical exams and practice, it can take several years to collect a suff,rcient

amount of predictive validity evidence so that by the time the study would be completed'

the patterns of practice, and therefore the exam,may have changed' In this respect, Kane

(1994, pjgÀa) concludes: "for most professions and for the immediate future, it does not

seem practical to directly validate licensure and certification examinations as predictors of

future performance in practice." Two of these limitations have been addressed in recent

studies by Tamblyn and her group (1998, 2002), in which licensing exams scores wefe

positively related to proper prescribing practices and other performance measures

associated with patient and population health outcomes in the first 18 months of

physicians' practices, and up to seven years after their certification.

Kane (1994, p.145) seems to make a more persuasive argument when he states that

the closer the assessment tasks are to actual practice, the less need for predictive validity,

because the assessment tools are the performance' The ultimate criterion would be to assess

actual performance of physicians in the profession' There is no prediction involved; the

exam and the criterion ale one and the Same. However, not everyone would agree' Hays et
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al. (2002,p. 913), for example, point out that direct observation in practice probably

measures maximum competence, not perfotmance, because the process of being assessed

influences the behavior of the assessee. As assessment of actual performance may have

high validity but is not always reproducible, in Medicine we have used Objective

structured clinical Encounters (oscEs), involving standardized patients (SPs) and scripted

scenarios. In an OSCE, a "patient", who may be an actor or an examiner with a medical

background, follows a carefully constructed script in describing symptoms and responding

to questions as well as in simulating physical findings such as pain and weakness'

Theoretically, then, every examinee encounters exactly the same patients, and none are

advantaged or disadvantaged by the difficulty of the case or the degree of patient

cooperation. Hoyever, ensuring standardization (reliability) and practical limitations as to

what can be simulated mean that one is never truly assessing practice performance as it

exists in the real and complex world. Over the past few years, the medical education

community has come to realizethat OSCEs assess competence (what a candidate "can do")

and not performance. While much work has been done in the area of assessment of

performance of practicing physicians, the licensure exams have to improve before the

profession can claim that they are compaïable to actual performance encounters. Therefore,

the need for predictive validity is still evident.

Criterion Validity of Licensure Exams in Other Fields

Licensing exams are used in many fields, but few of these have been studied

objectively in terms of their criterion validity. Hyland and Muchinsky (1990, p.I42) state

that ,,the area of certification and licensure test validation is grossly under-researched'" It

would be diffrcult to argue that this has changed significantly. (A search of several
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databases, i¡cluding PubMed, Psychlit, and ERIC for articles published from 2000 or later

using the search terms "validity" "licensure exam" "certif,tcation exam" yielded few studies

and less than five that looked at predictive validity of exam scores and performance in

practice.) Tamblyn noted tn2002 (p. 3020) that: "'We could not find any studies that

explored the relationship between earlier licensing examinations taken at the end of

medical school and future practice performance."

The literature on the psychology of work states that three major factors determine

the quality of employees selected for a particular position (Muchinsky, 2000, p. 152).

These include predictive validity, or how well the predictor correlates with job

performance, selection ratio, and the base rate. Selection ratio is the number ofjob

openings divided by the number ofjob applicants; the smaller the selection ratio, or the

more applicants competing for the same job, the greater the predictor's value. For

example, if we are hiring 10 doctors for one Region, and we choose the top 10 scorers out

of 200 appiicants on the licensing exams, we are more likely to get highly successful

doctors than if we hire the top 10 from 11 applicants. The base rate is the percentage of

current employees, (i.e., those who have not taken the test), who are successful. The

predictive correlation will be least attenuated when the base rate is 0.50 (Nunnally &'

Bernstein, 1994). As the base rate becomes more extreme (i.e., toward 0 or 1), runge

restriction decreases the utility of the predictor. If all physicians who obtained a license

without taking a licensing exam were successful in practice (base rate : 1,0), then the

licensing exams would have little value in terms of predicting their future performance.

The same situation would occtr if no one who was given a license without an exam was

successful.
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What does the above imply for medical licensure exams? Because in Medicine, the

selection ratio is large because there are not many more people writing the licensing exams

than there arejob openings, and the base rate, or the percentage ofsuccessful doctors, is

high, then the correlation representing the predictive validity of medical licensure exams is

lower than it actually is.

How have other professions addressed the issue of predictive validity? Nassif,

Garth, and Rubinstein (as cited in Gorth & Chemoff, 1986, p.148) outline the criteria

needed to determine the predictive validity of a teacher certification test. These include

admission of all applicants for emplol,rnent as teachers, sufficient time lapse of at least two

years before observing the criterion variable, and not releasing the test results until after the

criterion has been assessed which, in their study, is the dismissal or retention of the teacher.

That way, the employer's decision to retain or dismiss a teacher cannot be affected by

knowing the results of the test. Most researchers agree that that is a pretty "gross" criterion

that does not discriminate sufficiently, as teacher dismissal is extremely rare and many

poor teachers with varying degrees of incompetence remain in the system for years. The

criteria needed also include a measurable criterion (i.e. the mechanism for accurately and

reliably collecting the reasons for retention or dismissal of teachers that clearly separates

content knowledge as one of those reasons), a sample size large enough to give the study

sufficient power to detect differences, and stability of the criterion (i.e', in the case

discussed here, the reasons for teacher dismissal or retention should not change

substantially over time). The authors conclude that satisfying all these criteria is impossible

and that "the practical constraints overwhelm the advantages to be gained by the approach"

(Nassif, Garth, & Rubinstein, as cited in Gorth & Chernoff, 1986, p.148).
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Hyland and Muchinksy (1990) examined the predictive validity of professional

certification tests for water and waste management operators, In this case, the tests were

developed for the study, and the criterion was cuffent job performance. Scores on the tests

were not related to job performance by job type, job level, by who did the performance

evaluation (the person him or herself or the supervisor), or by component ofjob

performance (e.g., technical supervision/management, support system). The authors point

out that licensing and certification tests do not assess factors such as the ability to get along

with co-workers, that may be as relevant to success on the job as knowledge and skills. As

they point out, competence does not equal excellence and there is a broad range of

competence, from barely meeting the standard to excellence. These researchers postulate

that incompetence and poor job performance may be more closely related than are

competence and successful job performance. Put differently, an incompetent person is

urilikely to perform well, but a competent person's performance may not always reflect his

or her degree of competence for the reasons mentioned above. The researchers make a case

for the development of more sensitive criteria. Hyland and Muchinksy were looking at

waste management operators whose work deals mainly with materials and machines. In

professions such as medicine and teaching, where one works with people and the fruits of

one's labor entail a cooperation between the worker and patients or students, the factors

affecting performance are more complex and criterion validity of exams is even more

difficult to assess.

McKillip and Cox (1998) describe a debate in the research community regarding

whether or not criterion validity can be or should be determined. As an example, they quote

Karni (1991) who argues that we should focus on content validity and on ensuring that the
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exams cover the depth and breadth of what is required in practice. D'Costa (1986) argues

even more forcefully that it is a mistake to think that tests can predict job success'

According to D'Costa (1986), there are so many factors involved in job performance that a

test simply cannot predict how an individual will perform on the job. All the professions

that use these tests can do is to assure the public that a candidate has the knowledge, skills,

and attitudes to handle important job-related problems, or in other words, has attained

minimal competency. This is achieved by ensuring that the exam reflects as much as

possible critical situations that the candidate may encounter in practice.

In contrast, Scriven (1994) takes almost the exact opposite view, an approach he

compares with that of Consumer Reports, who assess household appliances. Consumers

generally are more concerned with how well an appliance works than with the number and

type of its parts. Similarly, Scriven (1994) argues, we should be more concemed with how

well an exam predicts job performance, how well the exam "works", than with how it

mirrors the content of the actual job, or the number and type of exam items.

There is merit in both arguments, We are uncomfortable with an exam that does not

include crucial content; on the other hand, performance is what counts: the proof of the

pudding is in the eating, as they say. The following question then arises: How much of a

concern is it if a practitioner does the right thing for the wrong reasons? For example, if I

treat your congestive heart failure with the appropriate pharmacologic and non-

pharmacologic measures, does it matter if I don't really understand how the drugs work?

The answer to that question seems selÊevident to professionals: it certainly does matter,

because if I don't understand how cardiac drugs work, I may have been lucky and treated

your case correctly, but there is no guarantee that I will appropriately treat the next patient
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with congestive heart failure who in fact may have contraindications to certain drugs. It is

not, however, always self-evident to the general public. cur:rently in Saskatchewan,

licenses are granted to foreign-trained physicians with the stipulation that they must write

the CApE within six months of entering practice. Some of these physicians have scored

very low in the written components (e.g', 30Yo or lower on the multiple-choice component)

and they have received comments by the oral assessors that they could not work through a

medical problem logically and methodically. Some communities and goveÍlment officials

are concemed that "CAPE is too hard"; after all, these doctors had been "successfully"

practicing for those few months prior to sitting CAPE. However, while these physicians

may have managed to avoid major catastrophes in those first few months, they may have

just been lucky, they may have known enough to consult another physician when they were

unsure, but more importantly, mismanagement of many chronic conditions is often not

obvious until several years later (e.g', your heart problems may be due to the fact that your

diabetes was mismanaged for the past 10 years)' These physicians may have appeared to

perform well based on narrowly defined short-term outcomes, but that does not mean that

they are sufficientlY comPetent.

Another potential problem with studies of validity of instruments is that of

confounding factors (McKillip & Cox, 1998). Very few studies examine potential

confounding factors on the predictive validity of certification exams. Such factors might

include, as discussed above, contextual factors such as where one is practicing' size of

community and of hospital, and availability of consultants may affect how a physician

practices. They might also include personal factors such as the physician's motivation,

personality characteristics, and even whether those carrying out the practice assessment
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knew, and were affected by, the examination results. ln the practice of Medicine, which is

fundamentally an interaction between a physician and a patient, the individual patient or

case may also be a confounding factor, not only because of the unpredictability of

outcomes in many diseases, but also because patients are independent individuals who can

decide whether or not to follow a physician's advice, thus affecting physician performance

indicators such as mammogïaphy screening rates, or outcomes such as blood pressure

readings.

McKillip and Cox (1998) describe the control-construct design in an attempt to

assess the effect of some of these confounding factors. They distinguish between target

constructs that one expects would be affected by certification, and control constructs, that

one would not expect to be affected by certification. If a licensing exam has high criterion

validity, then those who pass or who achieve certification should do better as a group only

on those constructs that one would expect to be affected by cerlification. For example, if

post-operative infection rate is a target construct for a certifîcation examination in general

surgery, but bed-side manner is not, then one would expect that certified surgeons would

have a lower post-operative infection rate, after controlling for confounding variables such

as nature of the operation or patient pre-operative morbidity, than those who failed the

exam. However, the number of complaints about their poor bedside manner to the hospital

patient advocate might not differ from that of non-certified surgeons.

Karni (i985) reported one of the few studies that attempted to examine such

confounding factors. She estimated the validity of a national certification exam for clinical

laboratory scientists by correlating the exam scores of practicing laboratory scientists with

their current job performances as assessed by their laboratory managers, defined as
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minimal, avelage,or maximal competence. Seventeen percent of the variance on the exam

scores couid be attributed to competence as assessed by the laboratory managers. Looking

at other factors, Karni (1985) found that certification exam success was positively related

with the level of education, age, laboratory size, and negatively with workload' A possible

explanation is that staff in bigger laboratories performed mole complex procedures on a

more frequent basis and were therefore required to maintain a broader knowledge base that

sewed them well on the exams, These four factors combined (level of educatioî, age,

laboratory size, and workload) explained 38.4% of the variance in the certif,rcation exam

SCOTES.

Lunz,Gaines, and Saylor (1986) correlated faculty ratings of medical technology

students' cognitive and practical skills with their scores on the Medical Technologist

certification exams. correlations were higher between exam scores and cognitive ratings (r

: .sl)than between exam scoïes and performance ratings (r: .36). This is not surprising,

as the practical latings wefe, according to the authors, almost completely subjective and

therefore inevitably affected by personal biases and preferences' The latter can be an

important confounding factor in certain criterion variables such as supervisor ratings'

Predictive Validity of Medical Licensure Exams

There are few studies that have looked at the predictive validity of medical

licensure exams. Those with the most suitable methodology are the studies by Tamblyn et

al. (1998, 2002)that assessed the relationship between perfotmance on Canadian and

Quebec licensure examinations for family physicians and resource use and quality of care

that physicians gave in primary care practices. In the first study, Tamblyn and her group

(1998) carried out a prospective study ol'llphysicians who had passed the Quebec family
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medicine licensure exams between 1991 and 1993 and their practices during the filst 18

months after their certification. They examined the consultation rate, symptom-relief

prescribing rate relative to disease-specific prescribing rate, and quality of care as measured

by inappropriate prescribing rates (defined as the proportion of older patients prescribed

one of three classes of drugs that should be avoided by the elderly), and mammography

screening rates. They found that physicians with higher licensing exam scores were more

likely to refer patients to specialists, to refer patients for mammography screening, and to

prescribe disease-specific versus symptom-specific drugs to elderly patients. Those

physicians who were more than two standard deviations below the mean had amuch higher

incidence of poor prescribing practices.

Tamblyn et al. (1998) commented that the results legitimized the practice in the

Quebec licensing exams of requiring candidates to attain a passing grade in each of the

major components of clinical competence instead of the more common practice of having

an overall passing grade for the entire examination. Scores on specific subsets were related

to specific outcome measures. The drug-knowledge subscore, specifically, was a significant

predictor of prescribing practices. The prevention subscore was positively associated with

the rate of mammography screening.

In the second study, Tambllm and her group (2002) examined alarger cohort of

physicians (N: gI2) for a longer period of time; in fact, they examined all patients seen by

these physicians in the f,rrst four to seven years of their practices. They examined not only

the relationship between their scores on the Quebec licensing exam and practice patterns,

but also between scores on the Medical Council of Canada Qualifying Exam (Part I) and

these same practice patterns. The Medical Council of Canada Qualifying Exam Part I is
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normally taken in the final year of medical school. The pledictive outcome measures were

similar to the first study, but also included a continuity of care index. While exam scores

were related to consultation rates and mammography screening rates, there was no

relationship between exam scores and the continuity of care index. For each standard

deviation increase in total score, the mammography screening rate increased by 16.9/1000

patients. Diagnosis and management subscores were the only significant predictors of

prescribing outcomes, suggesting the importance of establishing passing marks for each

component of a licensing exam rather than an overall passing grade. Drug knowledge

subscore was the oniy significant predictor of contraindicated prescribing: for every SD

increase in the scores, the risk of prescribing a contraindicated drug decreased by 12%. The

base rate of contraindicated prescribing was 32.58/1000 patients with a SD of 44.1. ln other

words, during the first five years in practice, high-scoring candidates would write 85 fewer

contraindicated prescriptions per 1 000 p atients.

Tamblyn et al. (2002) point out that if the passing criterion for drug knowledge had

been increased by one SD, an additional L8 % (16 physicians) would have failed the exam;

in turn, this would have decreased the risk that their patients would have received a

contraindicated prescription by about 42o/o (from 4.lo/o to the risk of 3.3o/o, the risk for an

aveÍagephysician). A reduction in risk of this magnitude is apparently equivalent to or

greater than that reported for the most effective form of Continuing Medical Education

(CME) for physicians with high rates of inappropriate prescribing (Schaffner, Ray,

Federspiel, & Miller, 1983). According to Tamblyn et al., this would suggest that it is much

more cost-effective to increase the passing score than to focus on future remediation. ln

reality,the actual costs of remediation can be hard to calculate and vary widely. In the
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simplest scenario, they would only include the cost of a course and missed income for a

few days. However, in the case of a physician who loses his license, even temporarily, as

the result of one or more adverse outcomes, the cost includes not only lost income and the

price of remediation, but the personal humiliation to self and family members as well as the

inconvenience to patients who must find another physician. In addition, passing scores

should not be the same for each component of the licensing exam, but should be adjusted to

minimize the risk of adverse outcomes. This is where predictive validity evidence would be

particularly helpful.

Other studies that looked at the predictive validity of medical licensure exams

include an unpublished study by Solomon et al. (as cited in Norman, 1991) who examined

Emergency Medicine specialists using chart-stimulated recall and compared their results on

the American Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM) written certification exam 10 years

earlier. Chart-stimulated recall is an examination format whereby the examiners discuss

with a candidate the investigation and management of a specific symptom or illness using

as a starting point the candidate's management of a similar case as detennined on the chart

notes. There was a modest correlation of .45 between ABEM scores on the written

component of the certifying exam and chart-stimulated recall results, and a correlation of

0.37 between results on the oral component of the certifying exam and the chart-stimulated

recall.

Ramsey et al. (1989) looked at 185 American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM)-

certified and74 non-certified internists who had completed training 5 to 10 years earlier.

These physicians were: (a) given a written exam, (b) evaluated by their peers (c) evaluated

by their patients in terms of satisfaction with care, and (d) subject to a review of their
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patient charts to determine the quality of care they provided, Certified physicians had

significantly higher scores on the written exam (mean 77 .2% vs. 59.9%) and scores on the

written exam corelated strongly (r:.73) with scores on the cerlifying exam 5-10 years

previously. Peer ratings by internal medicine colleagues, surgical colleagues, medical

directors, and head nurses, were also significantly higher for the certified physicians and

correlated with certification exam scores (r: .53). There was no significant difference in

the relationship between scores on the certification exam and patient satisfaction with care'

Similarly, there were ferv significant differences between the two groups of physicians in

terms of outcomes as measured by chart review (i.e., outcomes that could be determined by

studying patient charts, such as blood pressuïe readings and blood sugar levels) in patients

with common conditions such diabetes and hypertension. In essence, the study showed an

association between scores on the ABIM certification exam, and scores on a written test

several years later, and positive peer ratings of performance.

One possible explanaticn for the weak correlation between certification exam

scores and satisfaction with care is that competent physicians may not always make

patients satisfied (Norman, 1991). Somewhat along the same lines, Ely et al. (1999) found

that competent doctors tend to be sued more often than incompetent doctors' ln their

sample of 3686 Florida family physicians, the relative risk of a malpractice claim was 1.8

for board-certified versus non-board-certified family physicians and 1.4 for those

physicians who had received the American Medical Association's Physician's Recognition

Award. While at first giance this may seem odd, it might make sense if one considers that

whether or not patients sue may be more related to satisfaction with care than with actual

competence.
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The studies cited in Norman (1991) are an example of how most attempts to

examine the predictive validity of exams prior to the studies of Tamb11.n and her colleagues

(1998, 2002) examined the relationship between scores on in-training exams and certifying

exams rather than the relationship between certifying exam and performance in practice.

Several studies have examined whether certification versus non-certification made a

difference in physician performance measures or patient outcome measures; however, these

studies typically used limited outcome measures and all examined whether or not physician

certification itself affected the measures of interest rather than whether or not there was a

correlation between the actual scores and the measures. This raises the question as to

whether it is passing the exam that is the significant factor or whether actual scores on the

exam components are important. What is the difference, if any, between the practice of the

person who scored one point above the cut-off and that of the person who scored 10 points

higher? The answer to that question will in part depend on whether the exam was designed

to measure minimum competency or to measure excellence.

Slogoff; Hughes, Hug, Longnecker, and Saidman (1994) examined the criterion

validity of Anesthesiology Board exams. The criterion used was whether or not the

program director would allow the resident to administer three increasingly complex

anesthesia regimens, elective cholecystectomy, laparotomy for acute bowel obstruction,

and sitting posterior fossa craniotomy, to the director him- or her-self. The program

directors were also asked to identify which of 26 personai characteristics in each of five

domains (knowledge, characler, clinical performance, response to stress, and work habits)

that they would consider the candidate to be less than average (bearing in mind that

"average" in Medicine usually equate to "marginally acceptable'), regardless of whether or
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not they would allow him or her to provide personal anesthetic care. Seventy-five percent

of the candidates for whom the program director said "yes" to receiving personal anesthetic

care for the three operations passed their American Board of Anesthesiology certification

exam, versus 49o/o of those from whom the program director did not want to receive any

anesthetic care. Interestingly, interpersonal relationships, treatment planning, and

procedural skills were not related to whether or not a program director would accept

anesthetic care from a resident; whereas reliability, all three characteristics related to the

handling of stress, as well as clinical judgment, were all related to a program director's

willingness to accept anesthetic care from a resident.

Slogoff et al. (I99$ note that the problems of defining a criterion and the need for

large sample sizes make criterion-based predictive validity studies difficult. The criterion

they chose was interesting; they claim it forced the evaluator to be more critical than if he

or she was just assessing resident competency dispassionately. Indeed, in medicine one

often hears the saying "but would you want him/her looking after your mother?" That,

among physicians, is the ultimate test of how one views a colleague's competency: whether

or not one would allow the person to treat one's loved ones. In this case, no one knows a

resident's strengths and weaknesses better than the program director as he or she not only

works directly with the resident but is also responsible for collecting feedback from other

physicians regarding resident performance. One could also say, however, that it is not the

program director's assessment of resident competency lhatvalidates the exam, but rather,

that the exam validates the proglam director's assessment of resident competency.

One study that examined a significant outcome meâsure, in comparison with a

potentially problematic measure such as patient satisfaction or performance on chart-
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stimulated recall, was the Norcini, Lipner and Kimball (2002) study comparing certifying

examination performance of physicians and their patient's outcomes following acute

myocardial infarction. The researchers analyzed data on all acute myocardial infarctions in

the state of Pennsylvania in 1993, and compared the outcomes of patients of physicians

certified in either Internal Medicine or Cardiology with outcomes of patients of non-

certified physicians. Both groups had successfully completed internal medicine residencies;

however, the latter group had been unsuccessful in their attempts at writing the American

Board exams. Keeping all other variables constant, patients of certified physicians had a

l9o/o reduction in mortality rate compared with patients of the non-certified physicians.

This study did not look at actual scores on the certifying exams as physicians had taken the

exams from I to 50 years previously. The authors believed that the content and the format

of the certifying exam had varied significantly over time that it was diff,rcult to create a

common scale. While they were able to state that the patients of cerlified cardiologists had

better outcomes, they were unable to assess the direct relation between actual exam scores

and outcomes.

An interesting question regarding the predictive validity of licensing exams relates

to when physician performance in practice is measured. For example, Ramsey et al. (1991)

found a negative relationship (r : -.30) between scores on a subset of questions on the

American Board of Internal Medicine certifying examination given to a group of practicing

intemists and years since certification, indicating a sharp decline in knowledge with years

since cerlification. ln addition, foreign medical graduates had lower scores on both the

initial ABIM certifying examination and on the certification exam that was administered as

part of the study.
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Similarly, Leigh, Young and Haley (1993) demonstrated a successive decline in

performance of certified family physicians on mandatory recertification exams with each

successive recertification. This suggests that the results of a study on the predictive validity

of certifying exams might possibly be affected by the number of years since cerlification. It

would not be affected if the rate of decline in knowledge was the same for everyone,

competent and less competent physicians alike.

Fidler (1993) examined the criterion validity of certification exams for laboratory

technicians and technologists. The criterion used was supernisor ratings on two separate

occasions, during clinical intemships prior to the certification exam and three months later,

in the person's first job. Fidler (1993) compared the scores in each individual subject area

(such as Bacteriology, Blood Banking, and Urinalysis) with supervisor ratings of each

candidate's performance in those areas. He also looked at non-content-related work areas

such as quality of work, time use, professional judgment, and decision-making. The

supervisors' summative, or overall rating of a candidate's performance was more strongly

associated with total test scores (r : .38) than was any particular non-content related work

characteristic mentioned above. On a more specific level, some work area ratings were

more strongly associated with performance in other content-related areas of the exam. For

example, there was a stronger correlation between work perforrnance in "hematology" and

the chemistry sub-section of the laboratory technician test (r: .38), than between work

performance in hematology and the hematology sub-section of the test (r: .i5).

A recent unpublished study looked at the correlation between scores on a multiple-

choice exam and an OSCE given to a group of international medical graduates and their

subsequent performance during a three-month clinical assessment. The'Western
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Assessment Alliance for International Physicians (WAAIP) was a pilot project funded by

Health Canada that involved the combined efforts of the four western provinces and two

territories. Participants had to perfotm well on Step A (a multiple-choice exam plus a 14-

station OSCE) in order to move on to Step B (a three-month clinical field assessment in

physician offices and emergency rooms). The tools used to assess candidates-in the clinical

field assessment were the Mini-CEX (an assessment tool developed by the American Board

of Intemal Medicine that assesses individual patient encounters) and the In-Training

Evaluation Report (ITER, similar to what is used for residents in training at the end of a

rotation). Correlations between scores on Part A and Part B were low and none were

statistically signifi cant (Gordon Page, unpublished data, 2006).

Predictive Validity of the CAPE Assessment

CAPE is a four-part assessment of clinical competence that includes (a) a multiple-

choice component, known as the MCQ, @) a short-answer assessment of therapeutics

knowledge ("the Therapeutics"), (c) a Structured Oral Interview (SOÐ designed to assess

clinical reasoning, and (d) a Comprehensive Clinical Encounter (CCE), which is an

assessment of clinical skills using simulated patients and standardtzed case scenarios.

These components will be described further in the Methods. The overall duration of the

assessment is approximately 14 hours over a three-day period. When administered as a

diagnostic tool to practicing physicians referred by the regulatory authority because of

concerns regarding competence, CAPE also includes a fifth component, psychological

testing and assessment. Instead of a pass-fail standard, the results are reported as strengths

and weaknesses. Since its inception in 1989, CAPE components have been administered to

successfully practicing physicians and an overall score of 65 is considered to meet the
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standard. Scores of 55 - 65 arc described as being "in the borderline Íange". However,

comments are provided with each score and taken into account when the regulatory

authority determines whether or not to grant a license. For example, a score of 64 on the

Therapeutics where a candidate knew which drugs to prescribe but didn't know the dosages

might be looked upon favorably, as it is easy for a practicing physician to check the dosage

of a drug before prescribing it. On the other hand, a score of 68, where a candidate

performed very well on several questions but prescribed contraindicated medications with

serious consequences in two cases) would not.

Given that no more than 10 candidates take CAPE at any one time, the entire

sample size over several years is relatively small (180 between January l,l99l and June

30, 2003). In a recent analysis that examined the CAPE results of 100 candidates, the

estimated reliability for the Therapeutics subtest was .92.It is worth noting that for the

CCE, because the cases are varied from session to session, the reliability was estimated in

pairs, and was therefore lower (r: .72) The consultant statistician felt that estimating the

reliability for the structured oral component was not feasible as different cases are assigned

to different examinees.

The validity evidence of the CAPE exists primarily in the form of content validity.

New cases are tested on groups of practicing physicians who then discuss the case and how

the presentation, the checklists, and the scoring should be modified. Blueprints of

assessments have been sent to practicing family physicians to obtain their comments

regarding breadth and depth ofcontent.

There is evidence for the content and the face validity of CAPE, but minimal

evidence for its predictive validity. In a sense, when CAPE was initially developed, there
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was no need to assess predictive validity: it was a tool to assess strengths and weaknesses

in practicing physicians and to guide efforts at remediation. Occasionally, remediation did

not result in improved practices, and eventu ally a psychological assessment was added to

determine if there were impediments, such as cognitive impairment or depression, that

should t tuk"n into account when developing the individual physician's remediation plan.

Nonetheless, predictive validity was usually not an issue. This has changed now that CAPE

is being used by regulatory authorities as one of the factors in their decision whether or not

to grant licenses to international medical graduates. Whether performance on CAPE

predicts performance in subsequent practice is a concerrr to all stakeholders. CAPE's

predictive validity may also affect its future: if it does not have sufficient predictive

validity, it may retum to being used solely as a diagnostic tool for practicing physicians

with competency issues, that is, to determine areas of weakness on which a physician

should focus efforts at remediation.

The findings of Tamblyn et al. (1998,2002) support CAPE's practice of not giving

a total score, but of giving scores for the four separate components, the MCQ, the

Therapeutics, the SOI, and the CCE, and for subcomponents in each of these. Tamblyn

aiso argues that we should err on the side of not giving people licenses. While this may

seem self-evident, that concept is being challenged. There is intense political pressure to

license IMG candidates because of the shortage of Canadian physicians, particularly in

rural areas ("Physician Workforce in Canada",2003). There is also the human rights issue

of allowing people to do the work they were trained for - the Manitoba College started

using CAPE to help inform their decision whether or not to license individual IMGs

following a successful human rights challenge. CAPE provides results to the licensing
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authorities and the licensing authority decides who receives a license. The licensing

authority is in a difficult position of trying to fulfill its mandate to protect the public while

being accused by that same public of making it too difficult for foreign-trained physicians

to obtain licenses. The provision of scores and comments on individual components, rather

than simply a pass-fail, gives the licensing authority more detailed information on which to

base and, ifnecessary, defend its decisions'

Another question is whether we need all four components of CAPE. The rationale

for using four interrelated subtests has been that they each measure a slightly different

aspect of competence. More importantly, if we have candidates who are not familiar or

comfortable with certain types of tools (such as older doctors with multiple-choice

questions, or foreign-trained doctors with standardized patients), using several tools

ensures a better chance that we will fairly assess their capabilities. Holever, CAPE is an

expensive and time-consuming process; if it could be shown that we could eliminate one of

the components, this might lead to substantial savings to both the program and to the

participants.

Research Questions

The question that was explored in this thesis was to assess the predictive validity of the

CAPE by comparing the scores of each section of the assessment to the following

outcomes:

1. Do candidates obtain (if IMGs) or retain (if practicing doctors in difficulty) their

licenses? and

2. Are CAPE scores positively correlated with preceptor ratings of subsequent job

performance?
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Method

Subjects

The Registrars of each of the four provincial licensing authorities, Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Nova Scotia, who use the Clinician Assessment and

Professional Enhancement (CAPE) services were contacted to obtain the following data

pertaining to each physician who completed the CAPE assessment during the period from

January I, IggT to June 30,2003 (N: 180): (a) their CAPE scores, (b) whether or not the

candidate had been granted a license to practice medicine, and (c) subsequent ratings of

performance in practice. Licensure information was obtained for LI7 (65%) candidates

(NovaScotia, n:l06,andManitoba,n:11).ForthesellTofthecandidates,practice

sponsors' ratings were obtained for 65 candidates from Nova Scotia who were granted

licenses to practice medicine. Sponsor ratings were not available for the other candidates.

Ethical approval to obtain this data assured that all the information would remain

confidential, and that it would be used only for this research'

Physician candidates who took CAPE during this period consisted primarily of

international medical graduates (IMGs) who completed their basic training outside of North

America (161/180 or 89o/o). Most of the 102 IMGs in this study came from Asia, the

Middle East, and Europe. The remaining candidates were practicing Canadian physicians

for whom the licensing authorities requested a formal assessment of competence. The most

common reason for the latter was when the licensing authority had investigated a physician

as a result of a complaint and the results of its investigation were such that neither

revocation of licensure on the one hand, nor unconditional dismissal of the complaint on
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the other, weïe wananted. The other common reason for referral of a practicing physícian

to CAPE was a desire to leturn to practice after athree-year absence from clinical activity.

The numbers of subjects based on licensure decision within each region are listed in

Table 1. The mean age of these candidates was 42, andtheyhad graduated from medical

school an average of 16.8 years prior to taking CAPE (SD: 9.3;tange3 - 49). Nineteen

percent were specialist IMGs (i.e., IMGs with a specialty background such as Intemal

Medicine but intending to practice Family Medicine in Canada),78.6Yowere

generalllamily practitioners, and L7% didnot provide information as to their specialty

training. Finally, the subsample that includes supervisor ratings (n: 65) consisted entirely

of IMGs.

The CAPE Assessment

The CAPE assessment is a four-part assessment of clinical knowledge for practicing

physicians. It was developed in 1989 by Dr. Murray Kopelow with the support of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba (CPSM) and the Manitoba Medical

Association (MMA) to be used as a diagnostic tool to assess the strengths and weaknesses

of practicing Manitoba physicians whose clinical competence was judged by the CPSM to

possibly be below an acceptable standard. The minimum standard was set by a group of so-

called "avenãge" practicing physicians who had a good reputation among their peers and no

complaints about their competencies to the CPSM, but who were not necessarily

outstanding physicians. As such, the focus of the CAPE assessment is to determine if a

practitioner is a "safe physician", rather than an excellent physician. Results have always

been reported as either "met the standard as set by your peers" or "did not meet the

standard as set by your peers." (CAPE Report Template, L994). Given the diagnostic
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purpose of the CAPE, it was not initially intended for use in determining licensure. In the

past few years, however, it has often been used for this purpose by the licensing authorities

in Nova Scotia and Manitoba. The CAPE assessment comprises four components:

1. Mutttple-Choice Questionnaire (MCQ): Prior to March 2003, this section contained

100 questions developed by the Medical Council of Canada (MCC). Each question

represented a particular practice discipline (Intemal Medicine, Obstetrics and

Gynecology, Pediatrics, Psychiatry, and Surgery), practice site (office or hospital),

patient age-group (neonate/infant, child/adolescent, adult, and older adult), and

practice skill (history, investigation, diagnosis, management, and prevention). For

example, a question would be classified in the discipline of Surgery, the site of

hospital, the age gïoup of Child and the skill of Diagnosis. Numerical (percentage)

scores for the MCQ are assigned for each of the five disciplines, two practice sites,

four age groups and five tasks for a total of 16 stù-scores. Sub-scores across these

categories are not calculated; in other words there are no sub-scores for Intemal

Medicine Questions involving hospital versus office patients.

Beginning in March 2003, a revised l50-question MCQ, also from the

MCC, has been used. The questions for the new MCQ were chosen from the MCC

question bank of over 2000 questions relevant to family practice by a group of

practicing physicians from across the country. The majority of the sample of LI7

wrote the "old" MCQ; approximately l7o/o (n:20) wrote the new version' While

the new version has more questions, the types of questions and the way these were

selected did not differ substantially from the older version. Thus, although from a

content validity perspective the new version could be considered a slight
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improvement, both versions appear othetwise to be fairly cornpalable.

Scores are classified as "below the minimum acceptable standard as set by

your peers", "Borderline", and "met the minimum acceptable standard as set by

your peers." The standard has been somewhat arbitrarily set at 650/o, with scores

between 55 and 65% classified as "Borderline". As indicated previously, the new

version of the MCQ has been tested on a group of practicing physicians across the

country (including successfully practicing IMGs) and the vast majority of these

obtained scores above 65Yo.

Therapeutics: The Therapeutics section of the assessment consists of 17 cases with

aß àverage of four short-answer questions for each case. Cases are designed to test a

candidate's knowledge of pharmacologic management. Candidates have three hours

to complete this section of the assessment. Each case describes a clinical scenario

where the candidate must initiate appropriate therapy or modify the current therapy.

Contraindications to particular drugs may be built into the cases, and questions on

monitoring or follow-up are generally included. The overall quality of the

candidate's responses are scored by a physician-assessor on a 7-point Likert scale

ranging from 1 (Critical Decision Error) to 7 (Excellent) on each of four

dimensions: Choice of Treatment, Application (dosage' route, knowledge of

contraindications), Mechanisms (of drug action, of disease) and Monitoring (advice

to patients, lab work, follow-up). Scores are then averaged in each of the four

dimensions across the 17 cases. Results are repofied on graphs with comments as to

where the physician's strengths and weaknesses lie. For this study, an overall

Therapeutics Mean Score was obtained from the l7 cases'
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Structured Oral Interview (SOI): Two family physician assessors guide the

candidate through three short clinical vignettes, starling with a sentence such as: A

36 year old male comes to the emergency room with right lower quadrant

abdominal pain. The general aim is to see the steps that acandidate will take to

make an accurate diagnosis and appropriate management decisions. More

specifically, the candidate may ask questions regarding history and physical

examination findings, what tests they wish to order, etc. Candidates are scored two

ways: (a) on a checklist and (b) on a 7-point Likert scale (1 : Critical Decision

Error; 4: Borderline; 7 : Very Good) on the following dimensions: Hypothesis

Generation,DataGathering, Data Interpretation, Problem Statement, Problem

Solving, Management, and Current Knowledge' In addition, the two assessors

provide written comments on the candidate's performance, as well as on specif,tc

issues not fully captured by the items. For the purposes of this study, an overall

SOI Mean Score was obtained by computing a grand mean of the scores on the

seven dimensions.

Comprehensive Clinical Encounter (CCE): The CCE uses standardizedpalrents to

simulate the physician-patient encounter. Standardized patients (SPs) are lay people

who are trained to accurately and reproducibly present themselves as patients

experiencing specific problems. There are 10 patient problems in the CCE protocol'

Candidates' performance in each case is scored in three ways. First, candidates are

scored by the SPs on each of the following factors that represent interpersonal

communication skills : sensitivity/empathy, involving the patient

(enlisting/negotiating/motivating), and providing explanations/patient education'

4.
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Second, SPs also complete checklists on history and physical exam items' For

example, in a case of a patient with chest pain, the SP would score the candidate on

whether he or she had asked questions on the onset, location, duration and radiation

of the pain, as well as on aggïavating and alleviating factors. Candidates are told to

take a focused history; in this case, they would be expected to ask about risk factors

for heart disease as well as family history of risk factors and of cardiovascular

disease. On physical examination, they would be expected to examine the chest and

heart as well as the abdominal and/or the peripheral vascular system depending on

the SP's answers to questions in the history.

Unlike some other OSCE-type assessments, there is no examiner in the

room. All sessions are videotaped and reviewed by a communications skills expefi

who produces a five-page report on the candidate's communication skills. Second,

standardized patients complete a history and physical exam checklist while the

candidate is writing his/her notes regarding the patient. Finally, the candidate's

written soAP (subjective, objective, Assessment, and Plan) notes on the case are

reviewed and scored by a physician who focuses on items not scored by the SPs

(e.g., differential diagnosis and management). Resuits are reported in graph form

for the Interpersonal Skills (IPS) and checklist items, and comments are made on

the candidate's written notes and patient management, but no numerical scores are

recorded for the latter. For the purposes of this study, two scores were used because

the CCE assesses two components. One was the Interpersonal Skills Score (IPS)

calculated by determining the mean of the IPS scores over each of the 10 cases; the
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other was the CCE case scores represented by the mean of the History and Physical

Exam (HPE) checklist scores.

In summary, then, the data representing the candidate's performance on the CAPE

assessment consisted of five dimensions corresponding to the overall scores in the MCQ,

Therapeutics, SOI, CCE (IPS) and CCE (HPE) scores'

Licensure Decision

Licensure decisions are determined by formal committees at the provincial

regulatory authority, which is the College of Physicians and Surgeons' The committees

take into account other factors. For IMGs these may include educational/training history,

length of time since last in practice, CAPE scoles, and which Medical council of canada

exams they have passed. For practicing physicians with competency problems, these may

include çAPE results, any remediation undertaken, and the seriousness of the problem that

led to a CApE refemal. The regulatory authorities conform to privacy laws and normally do

not release to the CAPE program their decisions regardirig licensure. For the purposes of

this study, the Registrar's office in each of the two provinces added the outcome data to

the Excel sheets provided by CAPE, then removed the candidate names and other

identifiers, and permuted the data before retuming the sheets, thus preserving candidate

privacy.

Job Perþrmance

The sponsor rating form (see Appendix) was designed by a committee of the

college of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia. Approximately six months after

entering practice, candidates were rated by their sponsofs on 16 factors within three main

groupings. For each of the 16 specifrc factors on the fotm, the candidate's performance was
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judged on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Uttsatisfactory) to 5 (Very Good). The first

grouping, Patient Assessment and Care' includes such factors as Clinical Judgment and

Appropriate use of laboratory and diagnostic imaging' The second grouping, Professional

Attitudes and lnteractions, includes factors such as Physician-Patient Relationships, and

communication (verbal and written). The last grouping, "other", includes miscellaneous

factors such as Manual Skills and Medical Hospital Committee Participation'

An overall recommendation is made on a 3-point scale from 1 (Requires

supervision at all times until next evaluation) through 2 (Requires periodic assessment by

practicing physician), to 3 (Satisfactory to practice unsupervised). For the pulposes of this

study, an overall score representing job performance was obtained by computing the sum

of the mean scoles for each of the three main groupings, Patient Assessment and Care'

Professional Attitudes and Interactions, and Other'

For almost all candidates, two sponsor evaluations were obtained approximately six

months apart (six months and one year aftet entry into ptactice; in most cases, entry into

practice would have occurred within a couple of months of the CAPE assessment') For the

purpose of this study, only the result of the first evaluation was used because it can be

considered a more accurate reflection of the ability of CAPE to predict performance in

practice since it would be less influenced by confounding variables' For example, we

would expect a candidate's performance to improve between Time 1 and Time 2 as he or

she becomes more familiar with diseases that are common in Canada and, hopefully, reads

about the cases he/she encounters. Given that CAPE is used to help determine whether a

physician is "safe" to enter practice, the best time to look at its predictive validity would be

soon after the physician enters practice. The few months between entry into practice and
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the first sponsor evaluation allow the candidate the opportunity to get oriented to the

Canadian medical sYstem.
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Results

Relationship between 1APE Scores and Licensure Decision

A discriminant function analysis (DFA) was performed to determine how

accurately the five independent variables, representing each of the f,rve CAPE components

(Total MCQ score, Therapeutics Mean Score, SOI Mean Score, CCE Interpersonal Skills

Score, and ccE History/Physical Exam score), predict whether a license was either

granted or denied.

The mean score for each GAPE component within each subgroup (IMG license

granted, IMG license denied, Canadian license revoked/limited, Canadian license

unchanged) is presented in Table 2. The scores for each component/subgroup displayed a

fair amount of variability around the established cutoff of 65%. With the exception of the

SOI (skewness : -1.62, kurtosis : 3.55), the distribution of each of the other variables

representing sections of the CAPE and job performance did not depart significantly from

normality. Table 3 presents the mean percentage scores for the license-gtanted group in

comparison to those of the license-denied group. For each CAPE component, the mean

score was significantly greatet in the license-granted group'

The association between each pair of the five CAPE components is presented in

Table 4. The largest correlation was between scores in the Therapeutic Mean and those in

the SOI mean (r: .37) and the smallest was between scores on Multiple-Choice and

Interpersonal Skills (r: .13). Although the scores of some CAPE components were

significantly cortelated, none were strong enough to suggest multicollinearity' This

indicates that the five cAPE components, as measured by this study, can be considered to

be fairly independent from each another'
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In addition to the two main assumptions already addressed, namely multivariate

normality and multicollinearity, to test for the homogeneity of the covariance matrices

representing the dichotomous dependant variable (i.e., license granted, license not granted),

a Box's M test was performed; these two covariance matrices did not differ signif,rcantly.

The standardized discriminant function coefficients representing the relative

importance of each CAPE component to the licensing authority's decision on whether or

not to granl alicense are presented in Table 5. These are interpreted in a manner similar to

beta weights in multiple regression; they show that the MCQ (.55) followed closely by the

Therapeutics (.53) were the strongest determinants of whether or not a candidate was

gtanted or denied licensure. Conversely, CCE Interpersonal Skills and History/Physical

Exam scores have the smallest relation (.21).

The canonical correlation between all five CAPE components and the

conesponding discriminant scores was .68. This indicates that approximately 460/o of the

variation in licensure decisions was explained by the scores of the five CAPE components.

Finally, Table 6 presents the classification results based on the obtained discriminant

function. Overall, 87.6% of the cases were correctly classified.

Relationship between CAPE Scores and Job Perþrmance

In order to examine the predictive relationship between the scores on the CAPE

components and the dependant measure of practice preceptor ratings, a multiple regression

analysis was performed with the sample of 65 IMG candidates who were granted licenses

and for whom sponsor evaluation forms were available. Table 7 presents the descriptives

for each CAPE component and average performance rating after six months. As with the
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previous analysis, none of these variables showed a significant departure fi'om univariate

normality.

The correlations between each of the CAPE components and perfonnance in

practice for the 65 candidates for whom practice preceptor ratings were available are

presented in Table 8. The largest corelation was between the SOI scores and practice

performanc e (r: .46; p <.01), and a smaller, but still significant correlation between scores

on Interpersonal Skills and performance in practice (r: .2I'p < .05). Among the GAPE

components, the only significant correlation was found between SOI and Therapeutics (r:

.34; p < .01). Given that none of the correlations were particularly strong, it appears that

any effects of multicollinearity would be unlikely'

Two multiple regression analyses were carried out with the results depicted in Table

9. In the first analysis, all hve CAPE components were included to predict job performance

(i.e., ful1 model), which yielded a multiple correlation with performance ratings of .53. As

such, abotrt 28o/o of the variance in performance ratings is accounted for by the candidates'

scores in all five CAPE components. ln the second analysis, each possible subset of CAPE

components was compared with the dependent measure to determine the best possible

subset, or.most parsimonious model. [r this case, with five independent variables,

excluding the full model and each individual variabie, there are 25 possible subsets using

two to four independent variables. For example, one subset would be MCQ and

Therapeutics; another would be Therapeutics, SOI, CCE-IPS, and CCE-HPE' The subset

that yielded the greatest multiple correlation (.52) included the SOI, CCE-IPS, and CCE-

HPE, which accounts for about 27o/o of the variance in performance ratings' ln both

models, the SOI was the only independent variable that was significant linked with
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As well, the effects of CCE-IPS and CCE-HPE in both models were
performance ratings.

similar and marginal.
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Discussion

This study set out to determine the predictive validity of an assessment tool, the

Clinician Assessment and Professional Enhancement (CAPE) program, which was

originally designed as a formative assessment for practicing physicians but has come to be

used as a licensing exam for foreign-trained physicians. This research question was

examined in two ways: first, to see whether or not scores on CAPE actually predicted

licensure, and second, whether or not scores on the CAPE assessment predicted

performance in practice.

Results of the discriminant function analysis suggest that scores on CAPE are

predictive of whether or not physicians obtain licenses. In fact, 86.7% of 113 physicians

were correctly classified. Obviously, these results are reassuring. Occasionally, as the

CAPE director, the author would hear of physicians being granted or denied licenses, that

were not what she would have predicted based on the CAPE results. CAPE is, of course,

only one of several factors that the regulatory authorities take into consideration when

making licensure decisions. It does appear, however, that overall, results on CAPE are

predictive of who obtains licensure.

The relative, and differential, weights of each of the CAPE components was an

unexpected finding. Regulatory authorities in Nova Scotia and Manitoba state that they

place relatively little weight on the results of the Multiple-Choice items in making their

decision. Conversely, they report placing much greater emphasis on the Therapeutics

assessment and even more on the SOI. However, it appears from the correlation

coefficients that scores on the MCQ are most predictive of licensure, with scores on the

Therapeutics almost the same, while scores on the SOI are less predictive, and scores on
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the two components of the CCE even less predictive. This discrepancy between what the

regulatory authorities say and what they appear to be actually doing could be because the

regulatory authorities are focusing on SOI examiner written comments, which are not

always reflected in the scores, It is also possible that the regulatory authorities are paying

more attention to the MCQ than they realize: MCQ results are reported for different

disciplines, such as Internal Medicine, Surgery, and Psychi atry, and a low score in one

discipline, Pediatrics for example, might suggest to them that a candidate had a knowledge

gap in that particular area.

Overall, there is modest, but encouraging, evidence to supporl the predictive

validity of CAPE on performance in practice. Scores on CAPE predicted about 28o/o of the

variance on performance in practice as assessed by practicing physicians who are

supervising candidates. Interestingly, there was a negative correlation between CCE - HPE

scores and supervisor ratings. The history and physical exam scores are the results of

unweighted checklist items only (i.e., the number of items asked on a history checklist and

the number or items performed on a physical exam checklist). It has been shown that

experienced physicians score lower on checklist items than do medical students, probably

because they are more efficient in their data gathering, whereas medical students are less

efficient. It is, therefore, possible that those IMGs who achieved higher history and

physical exam checklist scores were actually less competent than those who scored lower'

This appears to have been the case for some IMGs in this sample: they asked numerous

questions, performed many items on the physical exam stations, gave very broad

differential diagnoses, and ordered more tests than was actually necessary. In recognition
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of this fact, for the past year, the scoring for the CCE-HPE has been modified to reflect

more than simply the number of conect items on the checklists.

How These Results Compare to Previous Findings

As noted in the introduction, predictive validity of high-stakes exams such as the

CAPE is an under-researched area in medicine. The one study thàt most closely

approximates this one in terms of design is the study by Fidler (1993) in which scores on

certification exams for laboratory technicians and technologists were correlated with their

employer ratings obtained three months later. Fidler used a five-point rating scale that

included non-content- knowledge related aspects of work much like that of the Nova Scotia

practice sponsors. His results were discussed in the review of literature. The highest

correlation obtained was between post-exam supervisor ratings on biochemistry and

performance on the hematology subsection of the medical laboratory technologist exam (r

: .60) and most of his correlations were less than .40. His summary statement applies

equally well to this study: "Although the majority of indicators exhibited modest

relationships with examination performance, the results tended to be in the predicted

directions. Overall, summative ratings yielded stronger validity coefficients than ratings

based on specific characteristics or work areas" (Fidler, 1993,p.42). Our best result using

the most parsimonious regression model yielded a multiple correlation of .52. Fidler

suggested that, given the limitations of this type of research, a coefficient gteater than .40

could be considered as the "desirable" outcome, and that it might be unrealistic to expect

sígnificantly larger multiple correlations. He saw the advantage of his methods as a

relatively low cost, a reasonably short time-frame, and the ability to collect all the data

from a single location. His suggestions for future studies included better anchors for the
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perfoïïnance rating scales, refining global rating scales to improve precision' and

concentrating on summative or global perfonnance ratings as these appear to have the

largest correlation with performance in practice' He also thought that range restriction was

not a modifiable problem since those who performed poorly on the exams and did not pass

would probably not be employed. These problems are, of course, common in all predictive

validity studies; those who do not pass the required examinations are not allowed to

practice the Profession'

In contrast, one study that did not show a significant relationship between

performance on exams and performance in practice was the Western Assessment Alliance

for International Physicians (wAAIP) project (Gordon Page, personal communication'

November 19, 2006). Conelations between scoles on Part A, a traditional exam format that

included a multiple-choice component and an OSCE, and Part B, performance in a clinical

setting as scored on the Mini-cEX (an assessment tool developed by the American Board

of Intemal Medicine that assesses individual patient encounters), and the ln-Training

Evaluation Reporl (ITER, similar to what is used for residents in training at the end of a

rotation), were low and neither one was statistically significant. The correlations between

the multiple-choice exam scores and the Mini-CEX scores was '34' between the multiple-

choice and the ITER was .33, between the oscE and the Mini-cEX was '37' and between

the oscE and the ITER was .14. (Gordon Page, unpublished data, 2006)' This study is of

particular interest here as Manitoba participated in the WAAIP process and contributed

items to the assessment: The MCQ items were all used in the new version of GAPE and the

CAPE program contributed four of the 14 OSCE stations' There may be differences

between the wAAIP population and the population for this study: strict Health canada
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time-lines for WAAIP meant that some provinces were scrambling to find candidates.

These candidates may not have been as carefully screened as those in the present study who

were personally selected by their sponsors as physicians they would be willing to hire into

their practices.

We can also consider a couple of studies that examined the other form of criterion

validity, concurrent validity, rather than predictive validity. Karni (1985) correlated the

scores of practicing clinical laboratory scientists who volunteered to take the national

certification exam with their competence level as determined by their managers. She

obtained a correlation of .41 between exam score and competence level; however, there

was considerable overlap between exam scores and the three levels of competence and an r

of .4I means that exam performance explained only 160/o of the variance in the assessment

of the performance of the clinical laboratory technologists in this study.

Lunz,Gaines, and Saylor (1986) examined the concunent validity of a medical

technologist certif,rcation exam compared to their instructors' ratings of the students'

performance on practical and cognitive functions. The correlation was signif,rcantly higher

for cognitive ratings (r : .5Q than for practical ratings (r: .36), once again demonstrating

that factors other than what can be tested on an exam signif,rcantly affect perfotmance

ratings.

Tamblyn et al. (1998,2002) did not repofi correlation coefficients, but rather

reported the standardized regression coefficient, or the estimated change in a practice

outcome per SD increase in an exam score (for example, for every SD increase in exam

score, the mammography screening rate rose by 5.4/1000 patients). These studies show a

moderate relationship between exam scores and perforTnance in practice'
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The results of this study compare favorably with those reported in the literature'

Based on the experience with the Manitoba Licensure Program for Intemational Medical

Graduates (MLPIMG), a one-year proglam of upgrading for foreign-trained physicians

entering family practice in rural Manitoba, a stronger correlation might have been

expected. CAPE has been used in the last four years to determine entry into the MLPIMG;

of the 29 physicians who were accepted into the program, those with borderline CAPE

results encountered significantly gteater difficulty than those with higher results and three

did not successfully complete the program (personal communication' MLPIMG program

director, 2006).why then, did this study not show higher predictive validity in the larger

group of practicing physicians for whom sponsor evaluations were available? one possible

reason is that the range of results was smaller in the practicing grouP, that is' ali physicians

obtained reasonably good results compared to those in the MLPIMG group where

candidates with a wider range of knowledge and skills were accepted'

Litnitations

Some of the limitations of this study relate to the choice of criterion variable, which

was determined by the available data. using performance measures such as those in studies

by the goup led by Tamblyn (1998, 2002) would have been more beneficial, but this was

not possible for a number of reasons. Using performance measures requires selecting a few

measures that are known to have an impact on patient and popuiation health, such as

screening rates for various conditions, and using them as perfotmance indicators' This is

time-consuming, and can only occur with access to large, linked, data sets' In the Tamblyn

et al. (1998 ,2002)case, the study required several yeals, large sums of money, and access

to four databases. The available measure ofjob performance for this retrospective study,
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the sponsor evaluation form, was brief, in comparison to the rnore detaiied documentation

in the WAAIP project, for example, and subjective' Sponsors had a vested interest in

scoring a poof candidate more highly than might be indicated because some help in a busy

practice is better than no help. Some sponsors may have had a vested interest in scoring the

candidate lower so that continued supervision would be necessary' thus justifying the

sponsor in keeping a larger portion of the candidate's billings as "expenses" and keeping

more money for the supervising physicians who own the practice' Other outcome variables

that were considered included:

1. complaints, or lack of, to the regulatory authority. As the sole criterion' this is

problematic for several reasons. It presumes that a) all complaints are equally

seriousandb)..nonewsisgoodne.ws,'_iftherearenocomplaints,thereareno

concerns. However, most complaints are related to communication issues (B' Pope'

registrar,CollegeofPhysiciansandSurgeonsofManitoba'personal

communication, 2004). Therefore, they may be more a reflection of personality or

of communication skills than of clinical competence' A "nice" doctor may be less

likely to have a complaint lodged when things go wrong' The converse may also be

true: the complaint may be an indicator of multiple severe deficiencies in a

physician's practice. In the present study, complaints were only seen in physicians

referred for competence issues and generally had occurred prior to the referral; this

is not surprising as complaints usually do not occur until a physician has been in

practicelongenoughtomakeaseriousmistakeortoexhibitapatternofperceived

disrespectfulbehaviorthatcompelsapatienttocomplain.
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Patient satisfaction suweys. These are used in several programs arouud the world

that evaluate practicing physicians including the General Medical Council in Great

Britain, the provinces of Alberta and Nova Scotia, and wAAIP' Patient satisfaction

surveys have their own issues. As Norman (1991, p.I23) points out, doctors who

refuse to prescribe unnecessary medication may score lower on patient ratings'

patients like doctors who are thorough; doctors who order unnecessary tests to "rule

things out" may be rated more highly than those who ale more judicious and cost-

effective in their investigations (personal observation). Some patients may also be

affected by factors such as how long they are kept waiting either for or at an

appointment.

Outcomes of care. These include factors such as post-operative infection rates,

mortality rates, etc. These factors are easier to measure for specialists, particularly

for those specialties involving surgical interventions, than for family physicians

where outcomes aïe more long-term and hard to measute. As Cox (2001) noted in

her assessment of the Improving Cardiovascular Outcomes in Nova Scotia (ICONS)

study, there can be difficulties in defining outcomes, in tracking and measuring

outcomes, and in determining what is an acceptabie outcome' As an example, Cox

notes that using the results of clinical trials to define acceptable outcomes may not

be realistic since these trials have rigorous criteria as to who may be included; of

necessity, they exclud e alargeproportion of the types of patients, such as those

with concomitant medical conditions, who would normally receive the intervention

or drug in daily practice. There are also many factors other than physician

intervention that affect outcome such as patient compliance and the natural course
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of the condition, particularly for diseases with spontaneous remissions such as

multiple sclerosis or cancer.

4. Peer ratings. This is the criterion variable used in this study, with the sponsor as the

peer. While at least one study showed a correlation between peer ratings and

performance (Ramsey et al., 1989), peers may or may not be in a position to make

an accurate assessment. For example, in the case of a surgeon, other operating room

professionals may be better able to evaluate his or her technical skills than would

other surgeons, who wouid be unlikely to be in the same operating theatre except in

very unusual circumstances. Peers, like patients, can also be affected by

personalities. While it is unlikely that physicians would judge a pleasant but

incompetent peer highly, of two borderline competent physicians, the one who is

well-liked will not only be judged more leniently, but is also more likely to receive

help from his/her colleagues.

Physician pelformance measures such as those used in the Tamblyn studies are the

most objective criterion variables, but even here, caution is warranted. Confounding factors

may affect results. For example, the mammography screeningrate, one of the performance

measures in the Tamblyn studies, may be affected by provincial screening programs, such

as Manitoba's, where all women are contacted at age 50 and do not need a physician

referral in order to be screened.

There were statistical issues related to range restriction. Sponsor evaluations

clustered around the high end of the scale. In the 5-point Likert scale, there were very few

1's and 5's. The vast majority of scores were 3's and 4's, with a smaller number of 2's.

One could argue that this is to be expected since only candidates who had performed well
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on CAPE were allowed into supervised practice. However, it is also known that physicians

tend to mark evaluees, including students and residents, relatively positively' While

statistically most people should be in the average range, in practice, "average" tends to be

viewed as barely satisfactory. This range restriction probably contributed to some of the

low correlation coefficien#; bút our sample size was relatively small, increasing the risk of

Type II error. A larger sample would have given the study more statistical power to yield

better estimates.

It is also possible that we are not measuring some of the more important

determinants of success in IMGs. These would include pre-existing factors such as

language difficulties, familiarity with the canadian medical system, familiarity with the

assessment format, particularly with the use of stand ardtzedpatients, and anxiety (this is a

very high-stakes assessment for many candidates who, rightly or wrongly, view this as their

one chance of getting a license in Canada). It would also include factors that only come

into play after the exams, such as job settings' CAPE was not designed for any specif,rc

practice context. All IMGs must practice in an underserved, generally nttal, area as a

condition of licensure. Whether or not a candidate does well in practice may be influenced

by factors such as access to consultation, the supervisory and teaching skills of the practice

supervisor, and the types of patients seen' Elements of candidate personality that may be

culturally influenced such as willingness to admit ignorance and to seek advice when

necessary, degree of iaissez-faiIe versus compulsivity, openness to further learning, and

priorities, etc., may affect performance in practice. Finally, many IMGs have been educated

in countries very different from the current Canada. Some may not currently possess the
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required skills and conpetencies to be successful in Canadian practice, but they tnay have

the foundational training to acquire these competencies while others may not'

A couple of studies awaiting publication suggest that the relationship between

performance on exams and performance in practice may indeed be different for IMGs than

for canadian physicians. The Medical council of canada has found that IMG performance

in practice does not reflect performance on the LMCC exams to the same extent as it does

for canadian graduates (personal communication, Dale Dauphinee, February 3,2006)'

Page's research in Australia, where both Australian graduates and IMGs must pass a MCQ

and a OSCE before entering a one-year internship, showed that35zo of the IMGs who

performed well on these two exams have difficulties during their internship year, compared

with2%of Australian graduates (Gordon Page, personal communication, November 19'

2006). lnterestingly, the major problem these physicians had was in their clinical judgment

rather than in their comrnunication skills or with cultural issues' If the correlation between

performance on exams and performance in practice is indeed lower for IMGs' then the

correlation between CAPE and performance in Canadian practice may be lower'

Recommendations

Given the above limitations, what recommendations could be made for similar

future studies? The widespread adoption of the electronic medical record (EMR) and the

increase in the number and refinement of government databases will facilitate the

evaluation of practically all physician performance outcomes; whether this will translate to

a decrease in time and money required to do so is debatable' on first glance, physician

performance measures that can be determined from the EMR and govemment databases

would appear to be the criterion variable of choice and one recommendation might be that
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physician performance rreasures be used as the criterion variable in such studies whenever

possible. However, there are no problem-free criterion variables, and another

recommendation might be that multiple criterion variables, not just performance measures,

be used. Some of these variables could be refîned; for example, if using peer or supervisor

ratings, there should be specific anchors for rating scales, and scoring should be

standardized as much as possible by training assessors using videotaped encounters.

Another recommendation would be to look at whether the relationship between

exam scores and perforïnance is maintained throughout a physician's career: do those with

higher scores on the certification exams lose their knowledge base as quickly as those with

lower scores? Tamblyn et al. (2002), for example, showed that the relationship between

exam scores and perfornance measures were sustained for up to seven years. Ramsey

(1991) showed that the knowledge base of practicing internists dropped substantially with

years since certif,rcation, so that by 15 years post-cerlification only 32o/o of the participants

would have passed the certification exams. Similar studies should be conducted to see

whether or not these findings are replicated. If they ate, then either we should be insisting

that all physicians re-take certif,rcation exams every few years, or, perhaps we should look

at whether or not scoïes on certification exams are a good predictor of competence in

experienced practitioners.

Perhaps the strongest recommendation is that these studies be part of an ongoing

quality assurance program across the spectrum of professional education. Correlating

scores on high-stakes exams (or assessments, as the CAPE program insists on calling itself)

with performance in practice is complex, time-consuming, and resource-intensive,

However, this does not mean that those involved in developing and scoring these exams, or
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the regulatory authorities that utilize their results, can ignore the issues. These go beyond

whether or not such exams are a valid assessment of competency or predictor of

performance in practice. If licensing exams test what we spend our time teachirig trainees,

but a demonstration of mastery of the material on an exam is not reflected in subsequent

performance, perhaps we need to change not only what and how we test, but also what and

how we teach. Perhaps we need to focus on better operationalizing our definitions of a

competent physician or professional. How do we take adefinition like "the habitual and

judicious use of communication, knowledge, technical skills, clinical reasoning, emotions,

values, and reflection in daily practice for the benefit of the individual and of the

community being served" (Epstein & Hunderl, 2002, p.226) or "the degree to which a

person can use the knowledge, skills and judgment associated with the profession to

perform effectively in the domain of possible encounters defining the scope of clinical

practice" (Kane, 1992,p.166) and develop both a cutriculum and an assessment based on

that definition? Do we need to determine what part of perforTnance in practice relates to

innate characteristics of the practitioner versus what can be taught, and modify our

adrnission criteria to professional schools accordingly? [The latter is also ffaught with

difficulty; there is no evidence that the introduction of interviews to medical schools has

improved the quality or performance of those admitted, and when the Université de

Sherbrooke tried to introduce psychological testing, they found that they were

systematically excluding minority candidates (personal communication, Associate Deans'

meeting, January 2007).1

Attempts to determine predictive validity can be viewed as an iterative process:

they lead to modification of the exams, the process of which leads to further debate on what
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exactly is being measured, which in turn leads to fuither modification of the exams. The

Manitoba expedence with both CAPE and WAAIP has led to modifications of the

province's IMG assessment process. It has also led to discussions on what factors affect

both competence and performance and how these can not only be assessed, but also

addressed. The discussion thus comes full circle to the initial question of what makes a

good doctor. We are led to ask ourselves not only whether our assessment predicts how

people will perform in practice, but also what exactly we are trying to measure, and

whether factors we may not even be considering are actually as important, if not more so,

than knowledge and clinical skills in performance. Do we truly understand all the

components at play when a doctor interacts with a patient presenting with a problem? Have

we done a true cognitive (versus behavioral) task analysis (Crehan, Hess, & D'Agostino,

2000X Attempting to determine predictive validity leads ultimately to not only

modification of the exam but also to further refinement and understanding of what exactly

it is that we are trying to predict.

Implications

The data for this study encompassed the period January I,1997 to June 30,2003.

Since the fall of 2003, all foreign-trained physicians applying for licensure in Manitoba

must undergo the CAPE assessment. These physicians are no'ù/ practicing in Manitoba so

that it is easer to keep track of their performance in practice. Several problems have

become evident in that physicians who are given conditional licenses based on their CAPE

results are encountering diffrculties in practice. There are several known or possible

reasons for this, some related to CAPE itself and some not:
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The Manitoba College allows candidates to repeat portions or all of CAPE if

their results were not satisfactory on the first attempt (this was not an option for

the Nova Scotia candidates in this study). Those candidates who are successful

on their second attempt appeal to have more difficulties once in practice;

Candidates are demonstrating strong intetpersonal skills on CAPE, then once in

practice are reverting to prior cultural conditioning (e.g. one does not question a

doctor, nurses and women are second-class citizens, etc');

CAPE does not assess procedural skills. Candidates are understandably very

anxious to practice in Canada; they are not always forthright about their

experience or ability with procedures such as casting, suturing, etc';

Some candidates have never examined members of the opposite sex. This has

irnplications not only for comforl with breast or genital and lectal exams, but

also for understanding how mernbers of the opposite sex deal with issues around

illness and disease; and

CAPE has a limited number of cases and stations. Up until very recently, it was

run eight to ten times a year. The IMG community is close-knit and freely

shares information; the president of the Manitoba IMG Association recently

explained to the CAPE Director that in his, and in many cultures, if someone

asks you what cases were on an exam, you do not have the option of saying no,

no matter what you may have signed in regards to confidentiality (Bahram

Groohi, personal communication, December 13, 2006). The CAPE program has

in the past invested sigrrificant time and money in developing new cases only to

2.

J.

4.

5.
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realize three months later that candidates are coming with knowledge of case

details. This often works to their detriment when they jump too quickly to the

diagnosis and miss important steps, thus lowering their scores, but the fact that

the only way to avoid prior knowledge of cases would be to take the impossible

route of developing new cases each time CAPE is offered, lowers the validity,

including the predictive validity. This problem has been partially addressed by

developing groups of cases that are superficially similar but differ in important

ways.

The difficulties mentioned above have been such that the University of Manitoba,

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba, Manitoba Health, the Office of Rural

and Northem Health, the Regional Health Authorities of Manitoba, aud the CAPE program

have developed together a modified assessment process for international medical graduates

that includes CAPE and a tluee-month practical assessment in a clinical setting. For the

first year, all candidates will take parl in both CAPE and the clinical assesstnent regardless

of their CAPE results. This unusual step has raised concerns alnong some, but should

hopefully result in an answer to the accusation by some that Canadian written exams are

unfair to IMGs who have been successfully practicing in their home countries for several

years and that many would be perfectly adequate practitioners even if they can't pass the

exams. The reduced range truncation may better identify a stronger relationship between

performance on CAPE and performance in practice (in this case, closely supervised

practice). Both CAPE and the clinical assessment process will be modif,ied as experience is

gained with this new process. The govemment, anxious to evaluate whether or not this
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more costly and time-consuming new process leads to better patient care, is therefore

prepared to contribute funds and to facilitate access to their databases.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we found modest evidence to support CAPE's predictive validity.

The most impoftant outcome of this study may be the questions it raises that continue to

inform how Manitoba assesses physicians who trained outside the North-American system.
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Appendix

Evaluation Form Used by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia

SPONSOR'S EVALUATION _ DEF'INED LICENSEES

NAME OF LICENSEE:

SPONSOR/SUPER\{ISOR:

REPORT COVERS PERIOD:

AREA/SCOPE OF PRACTICE:

CRITERIA EVALUATION

unsarisfacrory Needs Adeouate 9?od X:i., N/A(r) ImProv€ment 
(3 j (4) 

(5)

A. Patient assessment and
care
I. History & Physical/Clinical

Examination
2. Clinical Judgment
3. Decision Making
4. Emergency Care
5. Comprehensive Continuing
Care
6. Appropriate use ofLab and

Diagnostic Imaging
7. Appropriate Pharmacology
Decisions
8. Cornpletion of Medical
Records

B. Professional Attitudes and
Interactions
1. Physician-Patient
Relationships

2. Relationships with Hospital
Team
3. Sense of Responsibility
4. Attendance and Punctuality
5. Efficiency
Communication (verbal and

rvritten)

C. Other
1. Knowledge base

2. Manual Skills
3. CME Participation
Medical/Hospital committee

participation

OVERALL RECOMMENDATION (Please check one):

1, Requires supervision at all times until next evaluation

2. Requires periodic assessment by a practicing physician

3. Satisfactory to practice unsupervised

Copyright College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofNova Scotia
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Table 1

Number of StLbjects Denied or Granted a License by Region of Medical School Attended

Region
IMG License

Denied

IMG License

Granted

CDN License

Revoked or

with

Limitationsl

CDN License

Return to

Practice

Africa

Asia

Canada

Eastern Europe

Western Europe

Middle East

S/C America

0

13

i

22

7

6

24

10

1

1

3

0

1

0

0

Total 32

S/C America : South or Ceuh'al America.

rlncludes 
2 non-practicing North American MDs who were not granted licenses
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Table2

Descriptive Statistics for the CAPE Components (¡/: 117)

CAPE component Mean (%) SD Skewness

MCQ

Therapeutics

SOI

CCE-IPS

CCE-HPE

67

64

69

76

57

7.8

6.2

t.J

4.2

6.9

-.28

-.13

-1.6

-.r4

-.8 i

.r4

-.JJ

3.55

-.J I

.39

Note:MCQ:multipIe-choicequestionnaire;SoI:StructuredoralInterviewl@

Clinical Encounter - Intetpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - History/physical

Examination checklists.
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Table 3

CAPE Component Scores of Candidates who were Granted or Denied Licensure

License Granted License Deniedl

CAPE component Mean(%)z SD tvieatr (.Zr) SO t

MCQ

Therapeutics

SOI

CCE-iPS

CCE-HPE

70

67

72

77

59

6.6

5.9

5.1

3.8

6.5

62

60

65

15

55

7.2

6.2

8.5

4.5

6.8

6.05

6.27

5.28

3.21

3.27

Note: MCQ : multiple-choice questionnaire; SOI: Structured Oral Interview; CCE-IPS : Comprehensive

Clinical Encounter - Interpetsonal Skitls; CCE-HPE = Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - History/Physical

Examination checkiists.

rlncludes 2 non-practicing North American MDs who lvere not granted licenses.

2For 
each CAPE component, the mean percert of those who were granted licensure was significantly greater

(p <.01) than that of those of were denied.
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Table 4

Correlations between scores on CAPE Components QV 
: I I3)

MCQ Therapeutics SOI CCE-IPS CCE-HPE

MCQ

Therapeutics .29*"

SoI .26** .37**

ccE IPS .13 .16 .20*

ccE HPE .17 .15 .18 .33*

Note:MCQ:multipIe-clroicequestionnaire;SoI:ShucturedoraI

Clinical Encounter - Interpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - History/physical

Exarnination checklists; p < .05 
**p . .01
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Table 5

Relative Influence of CAPE Components on Licensure Decision

CAPE component Di scriminant function co efñcient

MCQ

Therapeutics

SOI

CCE-IPS

CCE-HPE

.55

.53

.40

,27

.21

Note: MCQ : multiple-choice questionnaire; SOI : Structured Oral Interview; CCE-IPS : Comprehensive

Clinical Encounter - Interpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - History/Physical

Examination checklists.

The canonical correlation between all five CAPE components and the conesponding discrimrnant scores was

.68, indicating that approximately 460/o of úte variation in licensule decisions was explained by the scores on

the five CAPE components
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Table 6

Classification Results of Predicted Licensure Decision

License Obtained or Kept Predicted Yes (%) No(%) Total (%)

Actual Yes

No

68 (e3.2)

9 (22.s)

s(68)

3r (tt.s)

73 (100)

40 (100)

Total (%) 77 (68.1) 36 (31.e) 113 (i00)

Note: four candidates were missing one of the CAPE components and were excluded from the analysis;

68+3 1/1 13 -- 87 .6% of cases correctlv classified
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TabIe l

CAPE Scores and Perfornxance Ratings for IMGs Granted a License (n : 65)

Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

MCQ

Therapeutics

soi

CCE-IPS

CCE-HPE

Performance ratingl

70

67

72

78

60

9,7

6.s

6.3

4.6

3.5

6.4

t.9

-.r7

-.r7

-.16

-.15

-r.49

-.59

-.25

.06

2.08

-.26

3.5

-.52

Note: IMG : international medical graduate; MCQ : multiple-choice questionnaire; SOI: Structured Oral

Interview; CCE-IPS : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - Interpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive

Clinical Encounter - History/Physical Examination checklists. rPossible scores: 3-15.
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Table 8

Correlation between CAPE Component Scores and Practice Ratings (n: 65)

MCQ Ther. SOI CCE-IPS CCE-HPE Practice

MCQ

Ther. -.02

sol .13 .34**

CCE-IPS .T2 .03 .12

ccE-HPE .10 -.03 -.01 .15

Practice .09 .1 I .46"* 2I. -.I7

Note: MCQ : multiple-choice questionnaile; Ther. : Therapeutics; SOI : Shucfured Orai Interview; CCE-

IPS : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - Interpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive Clinical

Encounter - History/Physical Examination checklists; 
* 

p < .05 
--p 

< .01
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Table 9

Predictive Relationsltips between CAPE Component Scores and Perþrnxance Ratings

Full Model (all 5 variables) Most parsimonious model

(R: .53, R2 : .28, adj. R2 : .2I) (R: .52, R2 : .27, adj. Rz : .24)

Standardized

Beta
Sig.sig.

Standardized

Beta

MCQ

Therapeutics

SOI

CCE-IPS

CCE-HPE

.03

-.06

.45

.20

-.20

.80

.63

.00

.09

.09

.43

.20

-.20

.00

.08

.09

Note: MCQ : multiple-choice questionnaire; SOI : Sh'ucfured Oral Interview; CCE-IPS : Comprehensive

Clinical Encounter - Interpersonal Skills; CCE-HPE : Comprehensive Clinical Encounter - History/Physical

Examination checklists


